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ABSTRACT
The thermal-stress field in aheat-generating circular cylinder, which is free of external tractions and being cooled by a temperature-independent boundary conductance, is studied within the framework of classical elasticity to determine the effects of abrupt axial changes in the heatgeneration profile. Heat-generation rates having both axial jumps and axial ramp changes have been considered, and the integral expressions for the stress and displacement fields evaluated for a wide range of Biot numbers. These evaluations provide a detailed qualitative picture of the resulting stress state and, in addition, demonstrate that the stresses are relatively insensitive to the rate of change of the axial heat generation; the results for discontinuous changes differ only slightly from those for ramp changes. Also, with the exception of the shear stress, the magnitudes of the various stresses in the neighborhood of such abrupt axial changes are not significantly larger than those one would compute using a uniformheat-generation rate and neglecting all axial effects.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the steady-state operation of a heterogeneous thermal reactor whose core consists of an array of cylindrical fuel pins, we can conceive of several situations in which an individual pin experiences a rather abrupt axial change in its internal heat-g6neration rate. For example, when a strong bank of control rods is partially inserted into the core, the resulting distortion of the flux near the control-rod tips may produce an abrupt axial decrease in the heat-generation rate and, in turn, produce large axial temperature gradients. A similar temperature gradient would occur if manufacturing error produced a fuel pin which, over a small segment of its length, had an appreciably higher than average fuel concentration.
The problem to be considered concerns the effect of such axial temperature gradients on the local thermal-stress field in the fuel pin and is an attempt to provide at least a qualitative picture of how sensitive this field is to the various details of the axial heat-generation profile. In particular, we are interested in whether the various stress components in the neighborhood of an abrupt axial change in heat generation are significantly larger than those one. would compute using a uniform heating rate equal to the maximum existing rate and neglecting all axial effects. Also, it is of interest to determine whether the assumption of an axial jump in the internal heat-generation rate produces stress values significantly different from those due to a ramp change in the rate.
Specifically, we shall be concerned with the case of a solid right circular cylinder of infinite axial extent, having a stress-free outer boundary, being cooled by a temperatureindependent boundary conductance, and having an axial heat-generation rate of the form shown in Fig. 1 that assumptions of this nature are both a reasonable and necessary first step in isolating the axial effects that are our primary concern. In addition, the solutions obtained provide a convenient set of exact results with which to check the accuracy of elaborate computer stress-analysis programs, which are able to handle more realistic conditions.
As yet we have made no reference to possible radial dependence of the internal heat-generation rate. For example, it is known that the radial variation of thermal-neutron density (and hence heat generation) within a fuel rod such as those with which we are concerned is closely approximated by 0 = AI, (2), where A is a constant and L is an average neutron-diffusion length (e.g., see Bonilla, 1 p. 366). The inclusion of a radial dependence proportional to Io(r/L) is only a minor complication in solving the required heat-transfer problem and, for reference, has been included in the solution for the temperature field to be found in Section II below. For the stress field, however, such a term greatly increases the complexity of the solution and is not included here. In effect, we are assuming that L is large relative to the radius, a, of the fuel pin and, hence, that the radial heat generation is given by the first term in the small argument expansion of Io[(a/L) p]; that is, that the generation is constant across the radius.
II. THE TEMPERATURE FIELD
We consider an infinite circular cylinder of radius a, whose heatgeneration rate is given by The cylinder transfers heat through a constant film conductance, h, to a medium at temperature To. Thus, the temperature field satisfies It may easily be verified that this expression is a well-defined solution in that no singularities occur as p-O o r p-4 and that as p-0 0 the integrand decays in the proper manner. As mentioned in Section I, however.
we will only be treating the case of no radial dependence in the heat generation and thus are interested only in the limiting case K -+ 0. This yields 00
We note one other special case of the above result. When € -+ 0 (i.e., when the axial heat-generation rate has a jump at C= rather than a ramp decrease), the temperature integral reduces to
We shall solve the thermal-stress problem using the temperature field given by Eq. (4). To recover the solution for the case of nonzero €, we only have to replace the term p-1 sin Bp occurring in each of the stress integrals with [€p21-1[cos Bp -cOs (B+€) p], there being neither p nor C dependence in either term and hence no alteration of these terms in any of the manipulations to follow.
III. THE STRESS FIELD
The problem as stated in Section I is one of torsionless axisymmetry; hence a multitude of practical methods are available for the determination of the stress field. We choose to treat the problem in terms of a relatively unfamiliar set of stress functions devised by Hoyle.2 In its technical details, this solution is quite similar to one in terms of the Love function and was chosen because of an interest in eventually comparing the present isotropic case with that for transverse isotropy. Such a comparison can be conveniently handled in terms of the Hoyle functions since their exact analog in the transversely isotropic case has been extensively developed by Singh.3 It should be mentioned that the results of the present section were checked by an alternate solution of the problem usihg a Papkovich-Neuber stress-function formulation (see Nowacki,4 pp. 243-253).
The algebraic detail involved in the Papkovich-Neuber solution was some--· what more cumbersome than that of the Hoyle treatment, and hence the latter is being presented.
Omitting the details of the derivation given by Hoyle 
The tdmperature denoted by T 1 is the temperature above some stress-free initial temperature. We shall assume the rod is stress free at To, the temperature of the surrounding medium. Thus, in the notation of Section II,
If we introduce dimensionless quantities as before and the additional We proceed with the solution in a formal manner, the validity of the various integral expressions being verified a posteriori. 'rhe solution of the first of (7) is taken in the form 2 fcu 0=-1 sin Ap cos p<Io(pp) A(p) dp, These integrals can be easily obtained by standard Fourier transform methods. However, this process, when applied to the derivation of the integral for 02, results in an improper integral in that the integrand is singular at the lower limit, the singularity being independent of p and C. The last term in brackets of the integral for 02 results from subtracting from the transform result an appropriate harmonic function chosen in such a manner as to remove this singularity.
By combining the above results and applying the boundary conditions (10), we obtain as the equations defining the functions A(p) and B(p) 
Examining the behavior of (17) and (18) in the limit of p -+ 0, we find that these functions are singular; however, the singularity is again independent of the variables p and C and may be easily removed. This is merely a reflection of the fact that the stress functions are arbitrary to within a constant since only derivatives of these functions are fequired in determining the stresses and displacements. We choose not to incorporate the additional terms since they make no contribution to the final results.
Substitution of (17) and (18) (1 + 9) pli(p)] I,(pp)} dp, 
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Because of tlie large number of parameters in the problem, it did not seem feasible to provide plots of the temperature and stress field for extensive ranges and combinations of their possible values. Rather, we shall indicate the general behavior of the solution by several sample results. The temperature integral (11) and the stress integrals (19)-(21) are sufficiently well behaved that their numerical evaluation provides no outstanding problems, and results needed for any specific application can be readily computed. The decay of all the integrands with large values of the integration variable is extremely rapid, and it has not proven necessary in the computations to perform an exact evaluation of the contribution of the asymptotic "tails" in order to achieve results of an ·accuracy sufficient for practical applications. For example, in dealing with a large value of , say B = 4.0, we computed stresses by truncating the integration at p = 16.0, using a step length of Ap = 0.2, and evaluating by a modified Simpson' s rule. By examining the decay of the stresses for large values of C and noting when an oscillatory pattern begins to develop, we find that this crude process of evaluation yields four-place accuracy in the range of C of interest (i.e., in the neighborhood of C = ).
The nature of the stress field is best illustrated by. considering the stresses as functions of C for specific values of p. The stress integrals have been evaluated along the center of the rod (p = 0.0) and at the rod surface (p = 1.0). For these specific values, the integrals (19)-(22) have the following form: 
For large m, large , and small 4, we would expect the temperature field to approach that predicted by (30). That this is indeed the case can be seen by noting that for C = 0, m = 10.0, and = 4.0, the temperature integral Figure 3 gives the radial stress at the center of the cylinder for various values of the Biot number. Note that as m decreases, the stress levels decrease but take much longer to decay with increasing C. This lat-: ter effect is a reflection that in this case the temperature profile still has an appreciable axial gradient for large C. For large m, there is a sizable region near C=0 where the axial temperature profile is flat and hence the stress field approaches rr -
that is, the radial stress in an infinite cylinder having the temperature field (30) . Note that, while the stress a does decrease with decreasing m, the decrease is much slower in the region near C=B and thereby produces an appreciable peaking effect. Figure 4 shows the axial stress at the cylinder surface p = 1. Also, for.large B i t turns out that acc at p=O i s approximately the negative of the value for p = 1; hence, with a change of sign the curves of Fig. 4 may be assumed te hold equally well at the cylinder centerline. The axial stress also displays the peaking mentioned in the case of app but to a lesser degree. ·The behavior of acc with decreasing m is reverse of that, for a in that such a decrease produces an increase in the maximum absolute value of acc; however, as for.app, a decrease in m produces a slower rate of decay with increasing C.
The circumferential (hoop) stress, C00, at the cylinder surface is given in Fig. 5 and is, in a sense, the most well behaved in that it simply decays monotonically with increasing C. For m decreasing, the maximum absolute value of (00 decreases and the rate of decay in C decreases. For large m and large , the sttess (00 near < =0 approaches the value one would obtain by neglecting axial conduction and using (30) as the temperatur e field. That is, the value approaches
= 16
Figure 6 illustrates the axial behavior of the shear stress, apc, and differs from the curves in Figs. [2] [3] [4] [5] in that it has been evaluated at p = 0.5 (ap< being zero at both p=O and p= 1). Note that, while the maximum absolute value of the shear stress is Somewhat less than that of any of the other stress components, it is a much more localized stress and could for that reason assume major significance in certain applications. Increases in m cause decreases in the maximum absolute value of apc, but have little effect on its general form.
The radial displacement of the cylinder surface is shown in Fig. 7 .
The top three curves illustrate the effect of different values of Poisson's ratio on the expansion and have been calculated for the same value of m and 8. The two solid curves illustrate the effect of a change in m for constant Poisson's ratio. In its gross behavior, the radial-displacement curve is similar to that of the axial temperature profile, modified by the fact that increases in Poisson's ratio cause sizable decreases in the displacement. Perhaps the most important observation concerning the results for various values of € is that the ramp decrease in heat generation as compared with an axial jump is reflected in only minor differences in the stresses. In general, the presence of a ramp tends to produce an axial spread in the stress distribution near C = and a slight reduction in the maximum absolute values of the stresses in this region. The shear stress shown in Fig. 17 is the best illustration of this in that it is the most sensitive to changes in €. Even in this case, however, the decrease in the peak · value and the spreading effect are relatively minor.
V. SUMMARY
If the length of the uniform heat-generating segment of the fuel pin is long relative to the pin radius, the results. of Section IV indicate that the stress distribution in the generating segment closely approximates that computed on a one-dimensional (radial) basis. The effect of the axial change in heat-generation rate on the stress field is quite localized, as may be most readily seen by notihg the small axial range over which the shear stress has an appreciable value. In the region where the shear stress reaches its maximum, the radial and axial stress components are larger than those occurring for uniform generation, and this difference becomes more pronounced as the Biot number decreases; however, even for the ' smallest Biot number used in the computations (m = 0.01), the increase in stress was less than 20%. Also, in all cases it waslobserved that large changes in Poisson's ratio produced only minor changes in the stress field.
